
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

G H I L L I E  O N E - M A N  M O D U L A R
P A N E L  B L I N D with T O P

A. Panel Blind (folded in half for shipping) with carrying strap

B. Multi-Position Porthole Mesh Flip Top (pre-installed)  

C. Ground Stakes

PARTS LIST

Identify the components of the box, separate and organize on the ground (ill. 1).

STEP 2

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

STEP 1

Carefully, separate the bottom half from the top of the blind.  The windblocker fabric will be attached to both halves from the factory.  Align the 
square frame tubing on both the top and bottom halves with the small sleeve on top (ill. 2).  Slowly slide the sleeve downward until the two 
buttons click into place, securing the top half to the bottom half (ill. 3).  The Multi-Position Porthole Mesh Flip Top has two pins that needs to be 
inserted when the top is placed into the closed position (one on each side), so that the top will stay in that configuration when the top is flipped 
open during the hunt (ill. 4).  These pins can be removed for additional configurations and transporting/storage.

PATENTS PENDING

ill. 1

ill. 2 ill. 3 ill. 4



Drake Waterfowl Systems
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STEP 3
Stand up the blind on dry ground, pressing the blind into the ground up to the mud pad and use the included ground stakes (located in a pocket 
inside the blind) to stablize the blind while you work with the Multi-Positon Porthole Mesh Flip Top.  The top can be used in multiple ways.  Flat 
to the blind (ill. 4) for wide open overhead seated hunting, top closed for closed overhead seated hunting (ill. 5), or straight up in the air for full 
standing frontal coverage (ill. 6).
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ENJOY and 
GOOD HUNTING!!

IMPORTANT!  Add brush or “Ghillie Grass” (sold separately) 
to your blind to fit your surroundings.  As with every blind, 
CONCEALMENT is most important.

ill. 4 ill. 5 ill. 6

USAGE
The side wings include a magnet on both sides so that the panel blind can be attached to another panel blind, making the configurations 
endless. Side by side, back to back, side by side AND back to back. L-shaped configuration, one facing forward and another on the facing right 
side or facing left side.  Place three or more in a straight line when hunting with your buddies or take four of them to make an enclosed square.  

The perfect companion when used with the 
360˚ Marsh Chair & Boat Seat.

ALWAYS secure the blind to the ground with 
the included ground stakes before your hunt.


